Question-Answer portals such as Naver and Yahoo! Answers are quickly becoming rich sources of knowledge on many topics which are not well served by general web search engines. Unfortunately, the quality of the submitted answers is uneven, ranging from excellent detailed answers to snappy and insulting remarks or even advertisements for commercial content. Furthermore, user feedback for many topics is sparse, and can be insufficient to reliably identify good answers from the bad ones. Hence, estimating the authority of users is a crucial task for this emerging domain, with potential applications to answer ranking, spam detection, and incentive mechanism design. We present an analysis of the link structure of a general-purpose question answering community to discover authoritative users, and promising experimental results over a dataset of more than 3 million answers from a popular community QA site. We also describe structural differences between question topics that correlate with the success of link analysis for authority discovery.
INTRODUCTION
Portals allowing users to answer questions posted by others (henceforth QA portals) are rapidly growing in popularity. The reason is that people can share their knowledge, and can find answers for both common and unique questions. Some of these information needs are too specific to formulate as web search queries, or the content simply does not exist on the web. Other users seek opinions of the community, or are not adept at searching the web and would prefer other people to help them find the relevant information. Some popular QA portals include Naver and Yahoo! Answers. All non-abusive answers later become available for search and retrieval. Since going live relatively recently, Yahoo! Answers attracted millions of users and over 100 million answers for more than 20 million questions.
Unfortunately, the quality of the submitted answers is uneven, ranging from excellent detailed answers to snappy and insulting remarks or even advertisements for commercial content. Therefore, it is increasingly important to better understand the issues of authority and trust in such communities, which differ drastically from previously studied online communities both in types of interactions that are available to users, and the content of the sites. QA portals provide many mechanisms for community feedback. When a question author chooses a best answer, he or she can provide a "quality" rating. Another measure of quality of answer are the "thumbs up" and "thumbs down" votes. Such community feedback is extremely valuable, but requires some time to accumulate, and often remains sparse for obscure or unpopular topics. In a large sample of the Yahoo! Answers portal that we analyzed, fewer than 35% of all questions had any user votes cast for any of the answers (as of Jan 2007). Therefore, it becomes important to estimate the authority of users without exclusively relying on user feedback. In particular, we attempt to discover authoritative users for specific question categories by analyzing the link structure of the community.
We present a large-scale study of the link structure of community question answering portal for discovering authorities in topical categories. In particular, we formulate a graph structure for the QA domain, and adapt a web link analysis algorithm for topical authority estimation (Section 3). We describe an experimental evaluation over a dataset of more than 3 million answers (Section 4), demonstrating the viability of our approach (Section 5). We summarize our findings in Section 6, which concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
Link analysis has played an important role in bringing order to the web (e.g., [1, 2, 5] ). The most common link analysis algorithms are PageRank and HITS. The HITS algorithm is based on the observation that there are two types of pages: (1) hubs which group links to authoritative pages and (2) authorities which are source of information on given topic. HITS assigns each page two scores, hub and authority value. A hub value represents the quality of outgoing links from the page while authority represents the quality of information located on that page. The PageRank algorithm does not distinguish between hub and authority pages, and instead estimates the likelihood that a random walk following links (and occasional random jumps) will visit a page. The algorithm has been extended to bias the jump probability for particular topics [2] and for many others static web ranking tasks.
We adapt link analysis techniques to community question answering. There has been much research focused on modeling communities and finding good users. Reputation in a community [8] and other questions have been addressed with link analysis methods. McCallum et al. [7] describe techniques for finding experts for particular topics using social network structure. However, the nature of question answer portals centered around Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. questions results in structures that are different from the static web analyzed by the previous link analysis algorithms.
Closest to our work, Zhang et al. [10] evaluated link algorithms such as PageRank or HITS for expert finding in a closed domain. We focus on a web-scale general purpose question answer portal with millions of users, and hundreds of millions of postings and interactions, which introduces a variety of novel challenges. Also related to our work, Jeon et al. [3] and Liu et al. [6] evaluated answer features such as author's activity, number of clicks, and average length of posts for finding the best answers for a given question. In contrast, we focus on estimating the authority of users that could be exploited for ranking, incentive mechanism design, and spam detection.
AUTHORITY IN QA PORTALS
To derive the link structure of the question answering community, we begin by representing the structure of a single question. As shown in Figure 1 (a), a particular question has a number of answers associated with it, represented by an edge from the question to each of the answers. We also include vertices representing authors of questions or answers. An edge from a user to a question means that the user asked the question, and an edge from an answer to a user means that the answer was posted by this user. In our example, User 2 has posted questions 2 and 3, but has never answered any questions, while User 5 has answered Question 1 and Question 2, but has never asked a question. We summarize the relationships between users in a multigraph shown in Figure 1 (b). This graph contains vertices representing the users and omits the actual questions and answers that connect the users. Therefore, there may be multiple edges connecting the same users. For example, there are two edges from User 2 to User 6, as User 6 has answered two questions posted by User 2.
Note that we are only considering the links between user nodes and not past explicit feedback history for each user (e.g., total positive votes or best answer fraction received by the user in the past). Such history can be naturally modeled in our graph formulation as weights on the edges in Figure 1 (b). We plan to explore this issue in more depth in future work. Also note that unlike in the original definition of HITS, in our model the authors create edges themselves by answering questions. In this case, the system might be susceptible to spamming. However, this problem is reduced with extensive user feedback and abuse reporting which are present in most of QA portals.
Authority Estimation: Consider the user relationship graph shown in Figure 1(b) . Poorly formulated or nonsense questions will have few or no answers (resulting in low outdegree for the question user nodes), while good questions will tend to have many answers, often posted by experts in the subject area (resulting in high outdegree). In turn, users answering many questions from "good" users will have high indegree. This immediately suggests that nodes representing questions authors act as "hubs" while nodes representing answer authors correspond to "authorities." By considering question authors as hubs, and answer authors as authorities, our graph representation of user interactions can be used as input to the HITS algorithm [5] that computes the hub and authority values for web pages connected via hyperlinks. Intuitively, we may view the question category (e.g., Science) as a query topic, and calculate the hub and authority values of users:
where H(i) is the hub value of each user i from set of users 0..K posting questions, and A(j) is the authority value of each user j from set of users 0..M posting answers. The vectors H and A are initialized to all 0 and 1 respectively, and are updated iteratively using the equation above. After each iteration, the values in the H and A vectors are normalized, so that the highest hub and the highest authority values are 1.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To evaluate the accuracy of our methods we use the explicit feedback of users, when available. We observe that authoritative users tend to post answers that are popular (via the "thumbs up" and "thumbs down" user voting mechanism) or, alternatively, obtain high ratings from the original question posters (via the "stars" rating for the best answer). Following these observations, we define three possible "gold standard" quality scores:
• Votes: number of positive votes minus negative votes combined with total percent of positive votes an author received from other users, averaged over all answers attempted.
• %Best: the fraction of best answers awarded to an author by asker over all answers attempted.
• Ratings: the number of stars an author obtains when their answer is selected as the "best answer" by the asker, averaged over all answers attempted. To evaluate the authority estimation methods, we rank the users in decreasing order by their authority scores, and compare with the ranking of users by their Votes, %Best, and Ratings scores. Specifically, we use the Pearson correlation coefficient:
where the x values are the ranks of users according to our authority estimation method, and y are the ranks of users according to the scores derived from the user feedback.
Methods compared:
We compare two link-based methods:
• HITS: Our method, described in Section 3.
• Degree (Baseline): Frequent posters tend to have significant interest invested in the topic, and, as shown by Jeon et al. [3] and Zhan et al. [10] ,degree of a node correlates with answer quality.
Datasets:
We crawled a large portion of the Yahoo! Answers QA portal, retrieving 495,099 questions and corresponding 3,252,345 answers in three general categories: Science, Sports, and Arts & Entertainment. The dataset statistics are reported in Table 1 . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We first present the results for all question categories (Figures 2(a) , 3(a) and 4(a)). Figure 2(a) reports the Pearson's correlation for the top K users ranked by the HITS and Degree algorithms, correlated with the Ratings metric defined above. Figure 3(a) reports the correlation for the top K users ranked by the HITS and Degree algorithms with the Votes metric. HITS correlates more strongly with Ratings scores than with the Votes scores, but in both cases up to top 30 authorities are indicated by HITS more accurately than by Degree. Figure 4 (a) reports the correlation with the %Best scores for each user. As before, HITS correlates strongly with the %Best metric for up to top 40 authorities.
We now consider the case of discovering authority within a particular category, for example, the Science category. We report the results in Figures 2(b) , 3(b) and 4(b). We hypothesized that authority is easier to estimate within a particular domain. Indeed, the correlation is significantly higher for the Science domain than overall, with up to 30 "experts" predicted by HITS significantly better than by Degree. These results are encouraging, as it is unlikely that a category would have more than 20 or 30 authorities, and so our method would be sufficient in practice.
We also compared two variants of our algorithm (single vs. multigraph, as described in Section 3). The idea behind this approach is to make it harder for group of friends to boost their rankings by constantly answering each others questions and rating their friends' answers as best. We discovered that collapsing duplicate edges results in the degradation of HITS performance. Therefore, for our experiments, we use the multigraph formulation for reporting results. We now consider how well HITS (computed in January 2007) predicts the quality of the user 5 months into the future (May 2007). Table 2 presents the percentage of best answers for users ranked by HITS at positions 1 -5 in Cycling, Tennis and Engineering categories. The percentage of best answers is computed as of May 2007, or 5 months after our crawl was completed. In many cases, the average percent of best answers for users with high authority values is often significantly higher than the average for all users in the category. We have observed that for some question categories HITS performs much better than for others. Therefore, we now take a closer look at different categories to determine what makes a given category amenable to the HITS authority estimation. Table 3 reports the correlation for HITS and Degree rankings for some interesting categories which we investigated further. As we can see, there is no correlation between the size of a category (i.e., number of posts) and accuracy of HITS. There is also no correlation between the average degree in a given category and its HITS accuracy values. Furthermore, HITS is more robust than Degree, and there is only one category where Degree performs better than HITS (namely, for the Science/Mathematics category which we investigate further). These findings suggest that there are some underlying structural differences in the corresponding graphs which are responsible for the differences in the authority estimation accuracy.
Even though the average degree of the graphs did not correlate with HITS effectiveness, we found that the goodness of fit (R 2 ) of the power law trendline correlates inversely with HITS performance on predicting the %Best scores for each authority, i.e. the more a category graph distribution deviates form the power law, the better HITS authority scores correlate with user feedback. This suggests exploring local properties of the graphs. We have visualized the graphs, focusing on the neighborhoods of top authority users for the Government and Engineering ( Figure 5 ) and Mathematics and Civic Participation ( Figure 6 ). The red nodes represent the top 10 authorities according to HITS, and the blue nodes represent all other users connected to the authorities. The graphs for categories where HITS worked well (Government and Engineering) appear qualitatively different than for categories where HITS correlation was low. In the case of Government and Engineering, we can distinguish smaller groups (communities) which appear around subtopics. In this case, HITS can successfully find expert users. In contrast, Figure 5 show the neighborhood of top authority users in the categories Mathematics and Civic Participation (which exhibit poor correlation of HITS with Ratings and other metrics). Here a small number of users answer thousands of questions, and there is not much balance across virtual "topics" or around local authorities.
CONCLUSIONS
QA portals are a rapidly emerging alternative to web search that exhibit dynamics and structures different from the traditional static Web. This domain requires rethinking link analysis algorithms previously developed for different settings and interaction modes. In this paper we presented an adaptation of the HITS algorithm for predicting experts in QA portals such as Yahoo! Answers. We performed a large scale empirical evaluation of this method, demonstrating its effectiveness for discovering authorities in topical categories. We have also performed an extensive analysis of our results to shed some light on why link analysis performs well for some categories but not for others. A significant factor appears to be the deviation from the power law degree distribution, which indicates local structures in the graph that HITS is able to exploit. In the future we plan to extend this analysis to provide automatic prediction of the expected success or failure of HITS-like link analysis methods for a given user relationship graph.
In summary, we presented a first step towards analyzing the structure of the general web-scale question answer portals. These portals are emerging as a valuable alternative to web search, and are rapidly generating knowledge that rivals more established collaborative sources such as Wikipedia. The challenging questions of identifying authorities, managing trust, and estimating quality of this dynamic and rapidly changing content present an exciting new area of research in information retrieval and knowledge management.
